BAMBI BLUES: Good old time classic
BARACUDA BLUES: A bright & breezy blues. Zig-zags with lilt & fwd lock on on Bars 13-15 is nice to
dance.
CUDDLING BLUES: Known for its sways in cuddle hold on bars 11 and 12. The double pivot at the end
is interesting too.
ELIZABETHAN BLUES: Quarter turns under arm, as in recent Mosaic Mambo.
TUESDAY BLUES: Beautiful arrangement which flows well, and suitable for all dancers. Ladys R turn
to checks OP on Bars 6, 7, 8 are particularly effective.
BALI HI CHA-CHA-CHA: Simple routine, but appealing and unusual. Attractive patterns built around
the shoulder to shoulder. Plus a lot of same foot work. Also has an unusually placed cuban break to
finish the sequence. A variation on the GRAND PRIX CHA-CHA-CHA.
BARBADOS CHA-CHA-CHA: Cheeky cha-cha routine with unusual side breaks on bar 2, an effective
combination of a box leading into a fallaway swivel (bars 5-8), plus woodpeckers on bar 10 are
attractive. Good social dance.
CHA-CHA CADIZ: Straightforward cha-cha routine with unusual arrangement of swivels in
promenade and counterpromenade, plus guapacha timesteps and bunny hops.
CANBERRA CHA-CHA-CHA: Excellent routine. Shadow start, both on same foot. 5 – 8 moves to
tandem to for split cuban breaks. Bars 9 & 12 rocks & compact locks are nice to dance. Bars 15 & 16,
circling walks changing sides are an interesting way to get back onto the same foot.
CHICORY CHA-CHA-CHA: Mainly basic figures, cleverly arranged into a neat pattern. But the unusual
double spin for the Lady on bar 4 adds a challenge. Also features an alemana and an underarm turn
to R, so the "underarm" theme is a recurring feature. Also has the rarely used cuban breaks (as
opposed to split cuban breaks).
CHERRY B CHA-CHA-CHA: Well structured, unusual and fun routine with same foot zig zags and
checks along then against LOD danced in zorba hold (Bars 11 to 15), following on from lady’s circling
walks behind back with man’s foot change (Bars 9 and 10). Bars 5 to 8 also unusual commencing
with a flick ball change, knee lift and point in CPP against LOD, then a spot turn to R, then repeated
in the opposite direction.
COCKTAIL CHA-CHA-CHA: Some unusual figures and amalgamations. Clever entry to tandem through
a spot turn, with man’s foot change (Bar 6). Extended points in tandem, both on same foot, with S, S
timing (Bar 7). Bars 9 -12 (still both on same foot) has man on the “wrong” foot for a hockey stick
turn and fwd basic (Lady as normal), culminating in knee lifts in contra position and a contra spot
turn.
DISCO CHA-CHA-CHA: Easy club dance with disco theme. Originally danced to Sugar Cane's
"Montego Bay".

EL TEL CHA-CHA-CHA: Basic cha sequence with variety of holds including a basic to cuddle hold &
rolling off the arm.
GRAND PRIX CHA-CHA-CHA: Uses a variety of holds and positions with some same foot work in
tandem & shadow, including the drop locks.
CHA-CHA JUANITA: Excellent. Features the Susie Q, and also the cross basic with spiral ending.
M.Y. CHA-CHA-CHA: Straightforward but neat arrangement of basic cha figures with some same foot
work including split cuban breaks.
NIKI CHA-CHA-CHA: Basic cha-cha routine featuring the sweetheart.
SALLY ANN CHA-CHA-CHA: Here’s an ever popular one, that should be of interest. ***
SHIRLEE CHA-CHA-CHA: Easy social dance (but as with everything on this list, cleverly arranged and
pleasing). Arranged by Shirley Cox, of latin formation team fame.
ABBEYDALE FOXTROT: Fairly basic foxtrot but of sound construction. Backward hover turning the
lady in from PP following a chair (Bars 3 & 4) is unusual.
ALJULAY FOXTROT: A very strongly moving foxtrot in an authentic style featuring a blend of basic and
advanced figures including the quick open reverse and the hovercross continuing forward into a
quick natural weave.
AURORA FOXTROT: A very unusual and pleasing routine. Start moving backwards for a hover corte.
Bar 6 provides an unusal follow to a natural fallaway turn with the man continuing to turn R. The
twist turn on Bars 8 and 9 is an unusual follow to a reverse wave, and this then blends seamlessly
with the following feather finish and three step. Bars 9 to 11 comprise a natural telemark following
with both R and L side feathers into a reverse turn, then 1 – 2 of a box to finish.
BENITA FOXTROT: First eight bars are very good with unusual natural zig zag start and also an
oversway to rolling lunge and weave ending.
CLARINGO FOXTROT: Good basic foxtrot.
DENHAM FOXTROT: One of the best sequence foxtrots ever, from the peak of sequence inventive in
the late 70's, from the inventors of HELENBROOKE WALTZ. There is a quick open reverse and feather
finish on Bars 5 and 6 which has the unusual phrasing (for sequence) of the driving step occurring on
the accented beat. The hesitation on Bar 7 is a variant of a change of direction but requires the body
to underturn so that the following check can be taken OP on the L side. The following combination of
outside checks to a running feather is unusual and effective. This is followed by an open telemark to
a normal reverse weave entry from PP (a standard combination but rare in sequence dances). The
weave is terminated after step 3 with an outside swivel (unturned) leading on to another weave
from PP on a different alignment and underturned. The next bar is described as a three step but the
lady turns into PP as part of this figure to follow with a chair.
EVENING FOXTROT: An excellent foxtrot that seems to have got lost.
EVESHAM FOXTROT: Another good, non-winner. Similar to the Glenroy and an interesting variation
on it.

FAIRVIEW FOXTROT: Another truly excellent arrangement from Lewis & Joan Wilson. Technically
spot on and completely innovative. Features the Double Reverse Wing, the Same Foot Lunge point
(with weave ending) and a nice box variation.
FALCON FOXTROT: Some unusual and pleasing variations, namely, the 1 to 4 reverse wave followed
by an impetus turn (Bars 2 to 4), and the fallaway reverse slip pivot to back feather & feather finish
(Bars 12 to 16).
FERRARI FOXTROT: Good, basic foxtrot with double hovercross on bars 4 and 5 and fallaway
promenade to outside swivel, borrowed from tango, on bars 12 and 13.
GLENROY FOXTROT: The old classic.
INTERNATIONAL FOXTROT: One of the best sequence foxtrots ever. An excellent construction with
some unusual figures including the oversway with change of sway following a fallaway reverse slip
pivot, plus an unusual variation on the hairpin as a follow from the reverse turn. A 3rd prizewinner
but released (as was common practice then) and very popular. Inventor Joan Wilson also invented
Tango Suhali.
MAYBELLENE FOXTROT: Some nice figures including the hover and double lock on bars 5 and 6 and a
wing same foot lunge outside spin combination (bars 11 -13). Reasonably straightforward, but
outside spin is overturned and quite challenging.
MARLBOROUGH FOXTROT: A nice foxtrot with unusually phrased hover telemark to whiplah &
outside swivel followed by an unusual an attractive leftside weave variation.
METRO FOXTROT: An unusual and seamlessly well constructed arrangement that has a “sequence”
feel but will also please the “ballroom” purists. The rolling lunge entry into a natural weave on bar
13 is particularly attractive.
RAYNETTE FOXTROT: Nice foxtrot with unusual three step with opening to PP. Also featuring the
rotary hovercross.
VALENTINE FOXTROT: Features a nice amalgamation of the back curved three step to chasse to right
with weave ending and reverse wave.
VALERIE FOXTROT: Unusual arrangement with open telemark continuing left into a zig zag to same
foot lunge follow (bars 7, 8 and 9).
CLASSIC GAVOTTE: As the name suggests, classic. Good variety of timings.
EDWARDIAN GAVOTTE: Well arranged, no frills gavotte.
ROYAL GAVOTTE: Commences both on LF in shadow hold. Following Pas de Gavottes and Left turn
for the lady, Bar 4 comprises a balance both com RF & moving towards partner, then a Pas Glisse
moving away, which is very attractive if done with arm shaping as described in the script. Bars 13 to
16 are unusual comprising a Pas de Gavotte, swivel in place, solo spin against LOD & zig zag to wall
with an additional solo turn for the lady to change feet and regain shadow position.

SHADOW GAVOTTE: Another shadow start. A very well arranged, elegantly styled and unusual
gavotte. Ensure lady stays to man’s R throughout Bar 8.
WEDGDEWOOD BLUE: Some more good Old Time. ***
CHARLIE’S JIVE: Nice amalgamation of basic jive figures. Promenade variation of tap, flicks & walks
merges nicely with a throwaway to stop and go and a change of places. Also includes the toe heel
swivels, and the whip variation on Bars 13 to 16 is unusual and includes the throwaway whip.
COSMIC JIVE: Very unusual Jive routine. Bars 7 & 8 particularly unusual involving a change from L
shadow position to tandem. On this figure man turns 1/4 to L, Lady 3/4 to R (ie inwards), with hold
through man’s LH and lady’s RH retained throughout. The shadow coco rolas on Bars 9 to 10
followed by a hesitation, ball change on Bar 11 also make an unusual variation.
GEORGIA JIVE: Good if you like flicks and kicks. Also has a Coca Rola.
GLENROCK JIVE: Catchy arrangement, straightfoward but well structured with good musicality and
nice touches (hold changes, use of arms, claps etc.).
GYPSY JIVE: Unusual amalgamation Bars 5 to 8 comprising slow and extended chasses.
HONEYSUCKLE JIVE: Advanced jive routine with an unusual variation on the change of hands behind
the back. Plus open throwaways, and the argentine crosses (both now rare), and an attractively
styled same foot variation. Another hit for Peter Varley, who also invented the Rumba One.
JUKE-BOX JIVE: Easy jive with unusual turn behind man’s back for lady on bar 8. Second half is an
attractive same foot variation with effective use of arms. One of the best ever.
MEXICAN JIVE: Straightforward but neat arrangement of basic jive figures. Argentine crosses on bars
6 and 8.
MINNIE JIVE: Featuring the windmills and the hip bumps.
PLANET JIVE: A super Jive sequence from the seventies. Features are the 'circular struts' (to R on
Bars 5 & 6 and to L on Bars 13 & 14), the sway point walks, linking the two struts, and the solo
twists (four steps where the feet are placed sequentially on the four corners of a square a bit like
"The Shadows" walks.

RHYTHM JIVE: Excellent and unusual jive sequence based on jitterbug vis a vis Quarter Turns Bars 1
to 4 and “Rhythm” points Bars 14 and 15 with the Lady’s Simple Spin e/o Bar 15.
SPRINGTIME JIVE: Well constructed intermediate-level jive with attractive hand to shoulder lines, an
unusual side break variation leading into a change of hands behind the back, plus an enjoyable
mooch variation with the man flicking between the lady’s feet then vice versa. One of the best ever.
SUNRIDGE JIVE: Look out for the combination of slow and quick walks on Bars 9 to 11, effectively
phrased. Bars 13 to 16 consist of a same foot amalgamation in a contra position culminating with the
partners passing R hip to R hip.

SUSIE JIVE: Fun dance, with back to back figures and a Susie-Q variation.
TANGO CAPRINA: including a chase with a whisk ending (but omitting the more usual chasse). A Left
Lunge (or Tilt) into a Right Lunge (Bar 6) is another nice feature.
DALLAS TANGO: Unusual, cleverly arranged modern tango, with a straight rather than diagonal feel.
Unusual start with a whisk. Highlights include double chasse and extended points on bars 3 & 4 and
the lady’s twist turn with man’s circling walks on bars 10 & 11. Another hit for Jeff & Muriel Aldren,
who also invented the Ragtime Swing.
TANGO EL CID: Good, basic modern tango with oversway.
TANGO GRANADA: Straightfoward modern tango based on syllabus figures. Nothing exceptional but
includes the now rarely used progressive side step.
MAYFIELD TANGO: A modern tango, although few diagonals so has more of an old time feel.
Highlight is man’s twist turn followed by lady’s twist turns on on bars 13 and 14.
TANGO RICO: Exceptionally good, well worth a look – a bit similar to DALLAS TANGO. The Fallaway
Promenade movement on Bar 7 followed by close & tap, then an appel, extended point & quick
fallaway chasse on Bars 8 & 9 is dramattic and effectively phrased. Remainder is a good mix of
cleverly blended standard tango figures. Quite advanced ! ***
TANGO SAN ANTON: Good basic tango, with an effective promenade variation with appel action.
TANGO SEGOVIA: Exciting, modern tango, with trick figures such as Bar 5 and a fallaway promenade
with unusual slip pivot ending followed by two brush taps in succession (one turned one not).
TANGO SUHALI: Excellent authentic ballroom tango, with a nice combination of links and swivels,
plus the leftside walks and switch (Bars 6 & 7) and the fallaway twist (Bars 14 & 15).
TANGO TAMARA: Fairly advanced modern tango featuring the fallaway promenade slip pivot &
reverse pivot to oversway.
TAMARELLA TANGO: A modern Tango. Another good one that got away. Starts with a brush tap. Bars
10 - 12 have a nice opposition point variation, and 13 -16 comprise the chase, outside spin & double
lock combination
TANGO TARQUILLA: Nice arrangement of promenades and links. Ending with kick, twinkle (quarter
beat style) and an X-line is very effctive).
TRACY TANGO: Very good tango. Well construted. Main feature is fourstep with whisk ending,
promenade lock tap, type of fan to point line & fallaway chasse.
WINTER TANGO: Excellent advanced tango sequence with lunge, drag, back lock to drop oversway
and three step change.
TANGO YVETTE: Good advanced modern tango. Bars 12 – 16 are particularly attractive comprising an
outside swivel from fallaway into unusual swivel walks (with partners on non-opposite alignments), a
closed promenade and a mini 5 step with closed finish (opening to PP and immediatey closing). A
must for all dancers.

AQUAINTAINCE WALTZ: Featuring the very nice amalgamation of an overswing to sway, right lunge
& reverse pivot to curved three step. Rest of the dance is made up of basic waltz figures.
AQUILLA WALTZ: Unusual entry – chasse from PP to quick reverse turn and closed wing facing
against LOD.
WALTZ BARCAROLLE: Fairly ordinary, but a natural turn (without hesitation) followed by left and
right side curved feathers is unusual and enjoyable. Arranged by Winn and Bob Oliver, who also did
Saunter Together.
BLUEBIRD WALTZ: Hairpin run on Bar 10 plus reverse corte to variation on outside spin (back check
& double spin) Bars 13 to 16.
WALTZ CAPRICE: Beautiful waltz routine with same foot lunge held over three beats with change of
sway and corte ending. Also includes a fallaway natural and fallaway chasse (as entry to the SF
lunge). Fairly advanced.
WALTZ CASCADE: A beautiful waltz routine that I remember from the early 1970′s. I do not know of
it’s origin, even the name I am not completely sure about. I have scripted it myelf as I don’t have an
original. If anyone can provide information on it’s actual origin, please let us know. Highlights include
1 – 3 of a weave from but ended in fallaway, followed by a fallaway chasse and ronde. Plus a quick
open reverse to reverse corte.
WALTZ CAVATINA: Good basic waltz steps, with an interesting cluster of promenade figures. Also has
a reverse corte and an unusual open finish. This dance is another from Ken & Barbara Street who are
perhaps better known as inventors of the Sally Anne Cha-Cha-Cha. Dances well to Cavatina (the
theme tune from The Deer Hunter) on The Best of the Dansan Years Volume 4 featuring Ken Turner
and his orchestra.
WALTZ C’EST LA VIE: Unusual construction with a good number of syncopated figures (three
consecutively on Bars 2, 3 & 4), with hovers, chasses, and wings in various patterns and on various
alignments. Very strongly moving and seamlessly flowing. Excellent.
WALTZ CHAMPAGNE: Well constructed dance with unusual syncopated natural weave variation
followed by a left turning hover. Also has a backward passing change (back feather) which gives a
rather different feel compared to more standard waltz figures.
DAWN WALTZ: Includes many figures now rarely used: the reverse corte, back whisk and syncopated
whisk (bars 2, 3 and 4), and a double natural pivot followed by a RF turning closed change and
hesitation to finish.
WALTZ DIANA: Very simple but very nice routine. Rather unusual by today’s standards. Highlight is
outside check turning L followed by step to low aerial and and impetus turn (Bars 14 to 16). Chasse
in PP, open natural, tipple chasse, to 4 to 6 of the hovercross is a nice flowing amalgamation on Bars
5 to 8.
ESMI WALTZ: Advanced waltz routine, with unusual RF start, also featuring a quick whisk starting on
RF (bar 7), an unusual natural turn with ronde ending (bars 9 and 10), and natural fallaway ending.
ENGAGEMENT WALTZ: Possibly the best modern sequence waltz ever.

HELENBROOKE WALTZ: Good, basic waltz routine, with a unusual amalgamation (Bars 11 to 16)
incorporating the hover cross, weave, and a type of cross hesitation to end, a change from the now
standard spin turn or hesitation change ending.
WALTZ GABRIELLE: one of the best ever, shame it has not become well established – well worth a
look. A strong start commencing with an open telemark to wing (as in TAHITIAN WALTZ). Bars 5 to 8
comprise an unusual amalgamation of a natural turn (without hesitation) followed by a (uncurved)
feather (similar to WALTZ BARCAROLLE) and an unusually phrased forward whisk (with the man’s
steps of the whisk turned to the L). This is followed by a rare figure a bit like the grand circle in paso
followed by a same foot lunge with a foot change for the man (the latter as in BLUEBIRD WALTZ).
KINGSMERE WALTZ: An advanced waltz, featuring a throwaway oversway leading into a natural
telemark and same foot lunge.
LIFETIME WALTZ: Well constructed and seamlessly flowing. Same foot lunge & chasse ending is
unusual.
WALTZ MICHELLE: Good, straightforward modern waltz with unusual left whisk twist turn ending to
end partner in line to recommence with a reverse turn.
WALTZ MORNAY: Well constructed, flowing waltz sequence – unusual entry to fallaway position on
Bar 3, plus an attractive variation bars 9 -13 comprising a back check, swivel and curved feather to L.
PARADISE WALTZ: Seamlessy flowing and cleverly constructed, includes the now little used double
wing (Bars 5 & 6). Bars 2 & 3 and also 7 & 8 both consist of a half natural and back lock, but the
different phrasings make them feel very different, as do the different follows. The first is followed by
an outside change to PP, the second with a tipple chasse to travelling contra check. The contra check
is followed with a syncopated chair (Bar 11) such that the following fallaway natural is unusually
phrased over Bars 12 and 13.
PRESIDENT’S WALTZ: beautiful waltz routine with some advanced and unusual combinations such as
the open telemark, passing natural, fallaway whisk & feather ending (Bars 1 to 4) and the drag
hesitation to tipple chasse to natural pivots to PP (Bars 5 to 7). The rondes to fallaway & slip pivot on
Bars 9 and 10 are particularly effective.
RAITHWAITE WALTZ: Beautiful modern waltz, with unusual rumba cross variation Bar 4 following a
natural hesitation change. Also a same foot lunge, held over 3 beats, Bars 9 and 10. ***
ROYAL WEDDING WALTZ: A nice arrangement, with repeating combinations of weaves, locks &
chasses in various forms and on various alignments, plus one or two highlights including the pivot to
hairpin. Commemorating Charles and Di’s wedding.
SILVER MOON WALTZ: Featuring the back lock, outside spin, and turning lock. Also an unusual
travelling wing, change of direction ending. Dances well.
SUMMERTIME WALTZ: Another good modern waltz routine: straightforward and flowing with a
novel construction involving an outside swivel from PP &amp; outside spin (3/4 turn), waltz weave
and RF closed change to end the sequence. ***

TAHITIAN WALTZ: Straightforward waltz yet with attractive and now rare combinations, namely the
open telemark to wing on bars 1 and 2, and the double chasse on bar 6.
TENNESSEE WALTZ ’80: An easy club dance, but nonetheless well arranged. Dances well to the music
of the same name. I recently found a photo of a very young Gary & Pat taken upon their win with
this dance, and have now added it to the photo gallery, which you can access via the Resources
Page.
WALTZ VIOLETTA: Variation of Woodside/Engagement Waltzes, plus nice oversway movement on
Bar 5 and unusual syncopated impetus on Bar 8. Twist Turn Ending. Nice dance.
WAIKIKI WALTZ: Unusual waltz routine, with natural hesitation change and double locks on bars 2,3,
and 4, a syncopated natural spin turn and outside change on bars 9 to 11 followed by a now rarelyused double wing on 12 and 13.
ADELAIDE WALTZ: Unusual OT waltz with reverse and natural telemark starts, and closed natural and
reverse waltz turns to finish.
CANDY WALTZ: Elegant, neatly styed old time waltz, in the classical genre.
WALTZ LEHAR: More figures in ballroom hold than is usual, including reverse figures. Attractive
combination of contra circling walks and man’s telemark turn passing partner back to back on Bars
11 -14. Unusual finish of an allemande (Bars 15 & 16).
MAGNOLIA WALTZ: Another delightful OT sequence from the Wilsons
MIRROR WALTZ: Innovative and well arranged Old Time waltz sequence with repeating patterns in a
range of holds, including some same foot shadow & solo movements. Unusual allemande start. Very
nice indeed.
SUNSHINE WALTZ: Another simple, but elegant old time waltz with unusual twist turn.
Shadow Hold (Bar 8), and the Opposition Lunge changing back to Ballroom Hold on Bar 12. The Twist
turn variation on Bars 15 & 16 is unusual both in terms of foot position and timing.
BURGUNDY TANGO: Another cleverly arranged old time tango with range of shadow and other holds
and an interesting X-line combination on bars 6 and 7.
TANGO CASCADE: OT Tango with a combination of old time and modern figures and range of holds.
Unusual start of a Progressive Link. Attractive inward turn to fallaway on Bar 8.
TANGO CHAMPAGNE: An OT Tango, another excellent one that got away.
CONROY TANGO: Smart old time tango with neat ensemble of rondes, brushes, closes and taps plus
an unusual progressive side step type movement (crab walks) in shadow hold.
TANGO DELGADA: Neat combination of brush tap, fourstep and promenade link combination on
Bars 2 to 4.

EISMERE TANGO: Simple but attractive OT with a lot of shadow work including first eight bars. Bars
5-7 a repeat of 1-3 but in opposite direction. Double swivel to inward turn on bars 12 and 13 is nice
to dance.
TANGO EL TORRO: An old time tango with a slightly modern feel. Notable for it's double promenade
fan (swivel walks) to same foot lunge with unnusual rhythm. Bars 9-12 comprises rocks and a back
corte to link, also with unusual rhythm. Enjoyable and not too difficult.
FIREFLY TANGO: With attractive combination comprising solo outwarrd swivel from PP to open CPP
then change of place into shadow position. Also Kick, Cross & Double Brush Tap action in shadow
position.
TANGO LAS VEGAS: Good OT tango. I have put this on as I have had several requests - the reason I
had not already is I thought it was too well known.
TANGO RICARDO: Good, solid tango, with interesting amalgamation of taps (chasse tap, fallaway
close tap, brush tap).
TANGO RAPHAEL: Unusual construction with overlap giving good continuity. Good variety of holds,
shapes, patterns, and alignments.
TANGO ROSETTA: Unusual amalgamations of fallaway reverse, prom link to slip pivot & brush tap
(Bars 1 to 4, repeated 5 to 8). Link &amp; stalk walks on Bars 13 & 14 give good tango character.
ROYAL PARK TANGO: exceptionally good and well worth a look !Bars 9 to 12 unusually comprise two
walks & a link to a back open prom, stepping forward from the latter into a twist turn. The follow to
this is the perfect foil and very attractive, with a solo walk and lunge to centre, recovering to side
steps into shadow hold with the lady turning strongly inwards, continuing into a side lunge in the
same direction (both on RF) and then a closed finish with the lady turning outwards to ballroom
hold.
SHERRIE TANGO: An old time tango, unusual construction, with overlap giving good continuity, and
with interesting ways of changing between holds. A good variety of shapes, patterns and alignments.
Bar 10, a set of points and taps is an attractive figure, as is the sharply timed close &amp; point
following a zig zag (bars 12 & 13). Inventor David Bullen also arranged the Tango Las Vegas.
TUCAN TANGO: A very smart old time tango with attractive use of arms in a range of shadow holds
including the now little-used double shadow hold. The R lunge & brush tap on bar 15 following a
same foot rock turn is a particularly nice combination with the lunge creating an attractive line.
ZARA TANGO: More like a modern tango with a couple of bars thrown in in open hold (which hang
just a bit). However, the rest would have made an exceptionally good modern tango. The back open
promenade to oversway and pivots on bars 3 to 5 is attractive and unusual.
PASO DEENA: With LF variation to start (ie commences with LF). Also includes travelling spin from
CPP and spanish lines (similar to the recent Paso La Paz).

PASO DEL SOL: Authentic paso with good range of figures incluing the Coupe de Pique, the Grand
Circle, and the Fallaway Whisk. Quite a few chasses with variation in the timing which adds interest,
and elevation which adds style. Nice Attitude line on Bar 14.
ASHLEA QUICKSTEP: Novel and effectively arranged quickstep routine with the four quick run (Bars 2
and 3), the running cross chasse (Bars 9 and 10), and the six quick twinkle (Bars 15 and 16). Quite an
advanced routine, but, seamlessly flowing and excellent.
CONFERENCE QUICKSTEP: Clever construction of strongly moving figures built around two groups of
points and swivels. Also has a closed wing and a fallaway natural, both of which are rarely used in
quickstep. Excellent.
DEE-JAY QUICKSTEP: Straightforward but satisfying combination of locks and chasses in various
combinations and on various alignments and phrasings. With a cleverly timed Fan and Tipsy
following a V6 to PP.
EIVONNA QUICKSTEP: Excellent arrangement of seamlessly flowing construction. Features the
double tipple to R, double progressive chasse and a lock & run variation.
FLICKER QUICKSTEP: Famous for its “Flickers” (Bar 12). Some other interesting figures too: An
attractive chair/point line on Bars 3 & 4 and an effective Hover Telemark variation (no turn) on Bars
6 & 7.
HYDRO QUICKSTEP: One of the best ever, and well worth a look. Open Telemark to commence.
Sequence also includes pendulum points (Bar 5) and a novel and well phrased “in & out” variation in
fallaway (Bars 12 to 15). Running finish into a rock turn (Bars 9 to 11) is unusual.
INTERNATIONAL QUICKSTEP: Good basic quickstep.
KESTRAL QUICKSTEP: Nice, flowing arrangement of basic figures such as zig-zag, back lock and
running finish. Also includes the cross swivel.
KIWI QUICKSTEP: An excellent but non-winning quickstep. The slow open reverse Bars 9 &amp; 10
followed by the 4 quick run Bar 11 gives an effective contrast in timing.
L.A. QUICKSTEP: One of Neil & Lesley Marshall’s earliest prizewinning dances. Nice V6, wing, open
telemark and passing natural is the centrepiece.
LEIGH-WAY QUICKSTEP: Sample the delights of the seventies with this – perhaps the best sequence
Quickstep ever. Bars 4 to 6 consist of two consecutive tipple chasse rolls on two different
alignments. Bars 10 to 15 comprise an attractive promenade variation com with an outside change
to PP into a dropped ronde both turning R to a fallaway chasse, slip pivot, then another change to
PP, ending with a running natural.
MAESTRO QUICKSTEP: Featuring an attractive woodpecker tap variation on bar 13, and an unusual
back fishtail on bar 7.
NATASHA QUICKSTEP: With an in line rock turn to R followed by a V6 with a double back lock.
NATIONAL QUICKSTEP: Nice quickstep routine with unusual start combining progressive and tipple
chasses. Also one of the few quicksteps to have a full V6 with forward lock follow.

QUEENSWAY QUICKSTEP: Features the wing, progressive chase, back fishtail and rock turn to
forward lock (the latter variation most commonly done forwards but here its done backwards).
Similar to MAESTRO QUICKSTEP but with slightly different phrasing.
QUANDO QUICKSTEP: Classic arrangement of basic quickstep figures.
SOPHIE QUICKSTEP: Clever amalgamation of standard quickstep figures plus an unusual hovercross
with slow timing and moving against LOD (Bars 14 & 15)
UNIVERSAL QUICKSTEP: Good intermediate-level quickstep: running finish, nat spin turn, V6, fishtail
etc.
VIDEO QUICKSTEP: Highlight of the dance is a promenade combination of a zig-zag, promenade fans,
and a chasse to woodpecker.
RUMBA AMOUR: Excellent advanced rumba for those who like a challenge. One of the lesser known
rumbas from the arranger of RUMBA ONE. Commences in shadow both with a RF start. Includes
attractive contra checks to the now little used Follow my Leader. The cucaracha variation on Bars 13
to 16 including diagonal cucarachas is another nice feature.
RUMBA BIANCO: Intermediate level rumba. Attractive Spinning Wheel type figure on bars 7-9 plus
an unusual follow from an aida on bars 15 and 16 comprising a side rock a walk and swivel followed
by a spot turn. The very sharp changes in rotation on this combination make it very effective.
Another David Bullen dance.
BLANDFORD RUMBA: Good rumba with unusual construction, featuring the shawl into fan.
BLUE BAYOU RUMBA: Simple but attractive rumba, cleverly arranged. Features the Turkish Towel
(Bars 7 to 11), plus 2 bars of Side Steps danced in open facing position to end the sequence.
BLUE MOSQUE RUMBA: Good, basic rumba routine featuring opening out movements, and changing
places through the hip twist and rope spinning.
RUMBA BOLERO: Advanced rumba sequence with sliding doors with advanced opening out ending in
an attractively styled bower hold.
RUMBA CASANOVA: Simple, but looks good and feels good. Same foot start in shadow position,
unusual alignments, unusually timed switches, and unusual way of changing the feet on the last bar.
Easy.
RUMBA DUET: Really fabulous to dance as it stays more or less in place as rumba should. A clever
blend of figures with some unusual features – a shoulder to shoulder with lady’s aerial, a checked
hockey stick, a slow curl from promenade, and syncopated side steps making the timing more
interesting.
INTERNATIONAL RUMBA: Well constructed rumba with good variety of figures and appeal for all
abilities. Noted for the three threes, plus the same foot version of the shoulder to shoulder contra
spot turns, and a change from contra PP to shadow position.

JAMAICAN RUMBA: Unusual start with two bars of Side Steps to an Opening Out to R. Bars 5 & 6
comprise unusual curved walks in PP (both moving fwd, both curving to L), the kiki walks.
RUMBA MARGUERITE: Commences in open CPP with New York. Main highlight is Sliding doors on
Bars 9 to 12. Straightforward and well structured.
RUMBA MARIA: Simple but effective rumba, with lots of basic figures, good for beginner work. Has
an unusual structure with foot changes on Bars 8 & 16. Same foot side side steps and cucharachas
on Bars 4 to 8 are attractive. Also features the part alemana (Bar 5) as an entry to tandem position.
MITZI RUMBA: Easy rumba with RF start (opposition shoulder to shoulders and an effective contra
circling movement into right side shadow position). Also includes an interesting cuban rock variation
in an attractive closed hold with man’s hands on lady’s waist and lady hands on back of man’s neck,
leading into opening out movements. Man’s underarm turn in bar 16 is also unusual. Good social
dance. Unusually for this arranger, the original script was so scant that it was uninterpretable, and
consequently this dance was hardly done. I have now added the required detail to the script. A must
for all dancers. Originally danced to a version of Johnny Logan’s “What’s Another Year ?” (though
which version I can’t remember).
RUMBA ONE: The perennial favourite.
RUMBA PLAYA: Features the overturned hip twist with double spiral ending. Variety of holds is
another nice feature. Excellent.
RUMBA PRESIDENTE: A lesser-known variation on RUMBA BIANCO with much side by side and
shadow work, changing places, cucharachas, new yorks, spot turns etc. However, the back break to
CPP & swivel walks on Bars 15 & 16 is unusual and attractive.
RED RUMBA: Unusual rumba, with effective arm movements in line with the name. Bar 14 is an
unusual exit from a fencing line ending in tandem position. The circling walks changing places from R
to L (Bar 7) and then L to R Bar 8 are also very effective. Note on Bar 7 the lady passes under the
joned arms (man’s L arm and lady’s R arm), but on Bar 8 there is no hold. Good club dance too.
REGENCY RUMBATed & Sue Burroughs, 1992: a checked hockey stick & lots of other uusual figures
and amalgamations. ***
RUMBA ROULETTE: Intricate rumba with some unusual and advanced figures: circling walks R side to
R side (Bars 4 and 5), promenade to counter promenade walks (Bars 6 and 7) plus an unusual entry
to shadow following an aida and rock (Bars 10 to 12) followed by a swinging gate variation on Bars
13 to 16. This has been beautifully scripted with emphasis on the lead and follow needed in this type
of dance. Careful attention should be paid to the hand and arm positions, particularly on Bars 3
through to 7 and on Bars 12 through to 16. Another excellent rumba (not to be confused with an
earlier dance of the same name arranged by David Bullen).
ROUNDABOUT RUMBA: A well structured sequence with interesting patterns and hold changes,
featuring handshake, right and left shadow, and cuddle holds. Bar 15 is unusual – a side step chasse,
separating from partner, following a part natural top.
RUMBA SANTANA: Appealing rumba with unusual structure owing points & leg lifts on Bar 13 with
Bar 14 comm RF. Shadow start. Also has both tandem & solo figures, plus an interesting way of
changing the feet on Bar 16 following an aida and cuban rock.

RUMBA TOPAZINE: Attractive rumba with interesting Spinning Wheel variation.
SAMBA GRENADA: Received from a reader. I’ve never seen it before, but it is exceptionally good !
Unusual start in cuddle hold, achieved through dancing both parts of rolling off the arm on Bars 15
and 16. The script was rather scant in places, so I’ve rescripted it. Excellent !
HOLIDAY SAMBA: Easy club dance based on basic samba figures with range of holds. Includes now
rarely used Argentine Crosses.
SAMBA KATRINA: Good, solid amalgamation of standard samba figures including contra bota fogos
and circular voltas. Note the arms are on partner's back on the circular voltas.
PEPSI SAMBA: Advanced samba sequence featuring the Explosion, rocks and 4-6 Rolling of the Arm,
plus some unusual contra figures.
SHADOW SAMBA: Interesting but straightfoward construction with good mix of basic samba figures
and attractive hold changes.
SIERRA SAMBA: A superbly arranged intermediate-level samba. Features a unusual contra boto fogo
cum circular volta variation with effective arm styling using a bower shaping. Also of note is the leg
lift and body contraction on bar 15.
SIMPLE SAMBA: Simple club dance. Basic but well arranged.
SAUNTER ADELE: Easy club dance ! The only authentic script of this dance available online.
SAUNTER AQUARIUS: With zig zag to reverse wing. Also oversway to rolling lunge pivot turn ending
from natural fallaway.
SAUNTER BABALU: Some unusual movements, notably a solo turn changing places from PP into
shadow hold (bar 4). Bars 13 to 16, comprising a hover to rock turn and telemark is also nice to
dance.
BRITANNIA SAUNTER heres another one
CHERRY TREE SAUNTER: Straightforward, well constructed Saunter with an unusual change of place
from CPP to shadow position on Bar 4.
CLIFTON SAUNTER: Bars 9 – 12 of note with a rotary chasse and natural pivots, as per BRITANNIA
SAUNTER, but with the lady underturning to end in open CPP, double hold.
CORAL SAUNTER: Unusual saunter with interesting shadow and solo figures.
CRYSTAL SAUNTER: Interesting saunter, with change from right to left side position on swivel locks, a
right lunge in left shadow position and recovery into ballroom hold to a side sway (bars 9-12). Ending
is also unusual, based on the fallaway twist, a rare advanced tango figure, but seems to work very
well here.

SAUNTER D'AMOUR: Simple but effective. Dances well to Manhatten Transfer's hit single "Chanson
D'Armour" (ra-ta-ta-ta-ta, play encore).
EBONY SAUNTER: Attractive amagamation Bars 9 -14 comprising changes from right to left shadow
position repeated on opposite alignments.
EDINBURGH SAUNTER: Simplicity in construction that gives an elegance that is very much the
hallmark of good old time dances. Side sway in opposite direction to partner on Bar 16 is a nice
feature. Also good for social sequence.
E.T. SAUNTER: Some nice combinations such as a solo turn with a whisk ending following into Bar 9
for a wing and a four step turning to face against LOD in shadow position. The subsequent same foot
group is unusual, comprising curved walks to a check then both dancing the man’s steps of the
foxtrot outside swivel, as a way of changing direction, all slows, followed by sways along and against
LOD. Rather nice.
FAIRVIEW SAUNTER: Cleverly arranged saunter with a lot of charm and some unusual figures,
notably the twinkle turn back whisk combination on bars 11 and 12.
JASMINE SAUNTER: A nice saunter with Bars 1 to 4 repeated in same direction but on opposite feet
on Bars 5 to 8, each comprising an attractive variation on an underarm turn.
SAUNTER NIRVARNA: Simple but sound construction. Last four bars are particularly attractive with
hover to outside check, rock turn to L, and turning four step to shadow hold.
SAUNTER REVE: Some good Old Time from quite a way back now – there is a video of this in the
Links on the right (this has attracted some interest, so here’s the script to go with it). ***
SAUNTER ROYALE: based on a chasse theme and interesting changes to and from shadow hold.
Chasses turning L then R on Bars 5 and 6 break from shadow hold, whereas during the chasses
turning L on Bars 13 and 14 hold s retained throughout with the lady remaining on the man’s R side.
Bar 15 is a throwaway (as in BALMORAL BLUES) followed by rearward chasses curved to L on Bar 16,
an attractive way of returning to ballroom hold facing LOD.
SEASHELL SAUNTER: By request !
SHARON SAUNTER: A well phrased & attractively styled sequence, with a neat amalgamation of
swivels & locks in shadow position repeated in open promenade - includes the now rarely used high
double-hand shadow hold.
BOOGIE SWING: Bright and breezy, and good for a small room. An easy classical sequence that
proves less is more.
BOULEVARD SWING: A good social dance with attractive changes into and out of shadow position.
DIXIE SWING: Easy club dance with unusual lock steps on bars 5 and 6 with lady moving from right to
left side.
SWING DEBONAIRE: Attractive OT Swing sequence with clever blend of shadow and open figures.

HALF-PENNY SWING: A repeating structure but with varied patterns based on changes of places and
directions, and a range of holds. Plus an allemande turn over two bars which is unusual in this
rythym.
RAGTIME SWING: The old classic that never dates.
SAVOY SWING: A good club dance cleverly arranged with good variety of holds, figures and
alignments.
SOHO SWING: Old favourite, unususual construction in starting with an open turn. Ball change
seperating from partner also of note.
SUSIE SWING: Another one that got away. Contra shouler to shoulder movement, both on same feet
Bars 9 to 12 is unusual and attractive.
TROPICANO SWING: Easy Swing with attractive turns between shadow & tandem positions on Bars
1-6.
TAMMY TWO STEP: A reasonable two step but perhaps more of a fun dance.

